One viable way of implementing answer set programming (ASP) is to compile (ground) logic programs into other formalisms and to use existing solver technology to compute answer sets. In this article, we present an overview of translators used for such compilations, targeting at other solving paradigms such as Boolean satisfiability checking, satisfiability modulo theories, and mixed integer programming. Borrowing ideas from modern compiler design, such translators can be systematically developed in stages so that the details of the target formalism can be incorporated at the last step of the translation. In this way, the resulting translators realize a cross-compilation framework for answer set programs, coined as cross-translation in this article.
Introduction
Answer set programming (ASP) [2] is a declarative programming paradigm where computation is organized in two main steps. The first concerns the instantiation of first-order rules in the input program. The goal of the second step is to compute answer sets for the ground logic program that resulted from the first step. As regards the search for answer sets, native answer set solvers have been implemented for the task. The other mainstream approach counts on translating ground rules into other kinds of constraints and harnessing off-the-shelf solver technology to perform the search. In this way, it is possible to use ASP for knowledge representation as before-encoding problems as logic programs-but a wide variety of back-end solvers can be responsible for the actual reasoning phase. We expect that this scenario is also beneficial for the development of native answer set solvers in the long run, since any breakthroughs in other solver technology can readily boost ASP via translations.
Over the years, we have developed a number of translations from ASP to satisfiability checking (SAT) [4, 5] , SAT modulo theories (SMT) [6, 9] , and mixed integer programming (MIP) [7] . Some of these target formalisms presume the normalization of extended rule types before translation [1, 5] , if such rules are not supported by back-end solvers. These translation and normalization schemes have been implemented as stand-alone translators, known as the lp2* family under the ASPTOOLS 1 collection. The translators of this family operate quite similarly but vary when it comes to producing the actual translation. This can be deemed as an issue from development perspective since any new translational ideas have to be incorporated into a number of tools. The situation can be relieved using a more recent SMT-style translation of ASP, namely into SAT modulo acyclicity [3] , which defers the details of constraints supported by back-end solvers until the last step of translation.
In this article, we use traditional compiler architectures and the idea of cross compilation as starting points when presenting a similar framework for the translation of answer set programs (Sect. 2). In particular, cross compilers may generate executable code for multiple platforms from essentially the same source. They can also support multiple programming languages. For instance, the GNU C compiler 
Cross-translation framework for ASP
Following the structure above, we present an analogous architecture for the cross translation of answer set programs, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is natural that grounding plays the role of front-end translation that can be achieved by grounders like gringo or lparse. As a result, the input program is represented in an intermediate format such as the historical smodels format. The interoperability of various tools builds heavily on the existence of such a format, enabling the representation of the results of various translation steps. In the middle-end phase, some rewriting of the logic program may be in order. Most notably, the normalization of extended rule types is needed for any translations towards pure SAT [1] , as implemented by the tool lp2normal2.
The final back-end stage of translation is based on a lightweight SMT-style extension of SAT, viz. SAT modulo acyclicity (ACYC) [3] , which lends itself for the formalization of various of topological structures such as trees, forests, DAGs, and chordal graphs. The back-end translation consists of three steps. The first instruments a logic program with special (acyclicity) atoms based on its dependency graph.
The second forms Clark's completion for the program, capturing supported models modulo acyclicity. The third step, as implemented in two separate translators called lp2sat and acyc2solver, emits the required formalism-specific constraints. Many output formats are covered: DIMACS, SMT-LIB 2.0 (QF_IDL and QF_BV), or CPLEX, to be fed to the respective back-end solvers (see Fig. 1 ).
Conclusion
Translation-based ASP combines the expressive power of ASP with the performance of existing solver technology. In this setting, cross translation means that formalism-specific aspects are realized at the last step translation. This sets special requirements on intermediate formats to enable the interoperability and integration of tools. As regards future work, we plan to introduce the ASPIF format, deployed by the latest gringo and clasp versions, in our framework.
